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Abstract

Background: The fingerprint of a molecule is a bitstring based on its structure, constructed such that structurally
similar molecules will have similar fingerprints. Molecular fingerprints can be used in an initial phase of drug
development for identifying novel drug candidates by screening large databases for molecules with fingerprints
similar to a query fingerprint.

Results: In this paper, we present a method which efficiently finds all fingerprints in a database with Tanimoto
coefficient to the query fingerprint above a user defined threshold. The method is based on two novel data
structures for rapid screening of large databases: the kD grid and the Multibit tree. The kD grid is based on
splitting the fingerprints into k shorter bitstrings and utilising these to compute bounds on the similarity of the
complete bitstrings. The Multibit tree uses hierarchical clustering and similarity within each cluster to compute
similar bounds. We have implemented our method and tested it on a large real-world data set. Our experiments
show that our method yields approximately a three-fold speed-up over previous methods.

Conclusions: Using the novel kD grid and Multibit tree significantly reduce the time needed for searching
databases of fingerprints. This will allow researchers to (1) perform more searches than previously possible and (2)
to easily search large databases.

1 Introduction
When developing novel drugs, researchers are faced
with the task of selecting a subset of all commercially
available molecules for further experiments. There are
more than 8 million such molecules available [1], and it
is not feasible to perform computationally expensive cal-
culations on each one. Therefore, the need arises for
fast screening methods for identifying the molecules
that are most likely to have an effect on a given disease.
It is often the case that a molecule with some effect is
already known, e.g. from an already existing drug. An
obvious initial screening method presents itself, namely
to identify the molecules which are similar to this
known molecule. To implement this screening method
one must decide on a representation of the molecules
and a similarity measure between representations of
molecules. Several representations and similarity mea-
sures have been proposed [2-4]. We focus on molecular
fingerprints. A fingerprint for a given molecule is a

bitstring of size N which summarises structural informa-
tion about the molecule [3]. Fingerprints should be con-
structed such that if two fingerprints are very similar, so
are the molecules which they represent. There are sev-
eral ways of measuring the similarity between finger-
prints [4]. We focus on the Tanimoto coefficient, which
is a normalised measure of how many bits two finger-
prints share. It is 1.0 when the fingerprints are the
same, and strictly smaller than 1.0 when they are not.
Molecular fingerprints in combination with the Tani-
moto coefficient have been used successfully in previous
studies [5].
We focus on the screening problem of finding all fin-

gerprints in a database with Tanimoto coefficient to a
query fingerprint above a given threshold, e.g. 0.9. Pre-
vious attempts have been made to improve the query
time. One approach is to reduce the number of finger-
prints in the database for which the Tanimoto coeffi-
cient to the query fingerprint has to be computed
explicitly. This includes storing the fingerprints in the
database in a vector of bins [6], or in a trie like structure
[7], such that searching certain bins, or parts of the trie,
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can be avoided based on an upper-bound on the Tani-
moto coefficient between the query fingerprint and all
fingerprints in individual bins or subtries. Another
approach is to store an XOR summary, i.e. a shorter bit-
string, of each fingerprint in the database, and use these
as rough upper bounds on the maximal Tanimoto coef-
ficients achievable, before calculating the exact coeffi-
cients [8].
In this paper, we present an efficient method for the

screening problem, which is based on an extension of
an upper bound given in [6] and two novel tree based
data structures for storing and retrieving fingerprints.
To further reduce the query time we also utilise the
XOR summary strategy [8]. We have implemented our
method and tested it on a realistic data set. Our experi-
ments clearly demonstrate that it is superior to previous
strategies, as it yields a three-fold speed-up over the pre-
vious best method.

2 Methods
A fingerprint is a bitstring of length N. Let A and B be
bitstrings, and let |A| denote the number of 1-bits in A.
Let A ∧ B denote the logical and of A and B, that is, A
∧ B is the bitstring that has 1-bits in exactly those posi-
tions where both A and B do. Likewise, let A ∨ B denote
the logical or of A and B, that is, A ∨ B is the bitstring
that has 1-bits in exactly those positions where either A
or B do. With this notation the Tanimoto coefficient
becomes:

S A B
A B

A BT( , ) .



Figure 1 shows an example the usage of this notation.
In the following, we present a method for finding all fin-
gerprints B in a database of fingerprints with a Tani-
moto coefficient above some query-specific threshold
Smin to a query fingerprint A. The method is based on

two novel data structures, the kD grid and the Multibit
tree, for storing the database of fingerprints.
2.1 kD grid
Swamidass et al. showed in [6] that if |A| and |B| are
known, ST (A, B) can be upper-bounded by

S
A B
A Bmax

min(| |,| |)
max(| |,| |)

.

This bound can be used to speed up the search, by
storing the database of fingerprints in N + 1 buckets
such that bitstring B is stored in the |B|th bucket.
When searching for bitstrings similar to a query bit-
string A it is sufficient to examine the buckets where
Smax ≥ Smin.
We have generalised this strategy. Select a number of

dimensions k and split the bitstrings into k equally sized
fragments such that

A A A A

B B B B
k

k

   
   

1 2

1 2


 ,

where X·Y is the concatenation of bitstrings X and Y .
The values |A1|, |A2|, ..., |Ak| and |B1|, |B2|, ..., |Bk|

can be used to obtain a tighter bound than Smax. Let Ni

Figure 1 Example calculation of Tanimoto coefficient. Example
of calculation of the Tanimoto coefficient ST(A, B), where A =
101101 and B = 110100.

Figure 2 3D grid. Example of a kD-grid with k = 3. B is split into
smaller substrings and the count of 1-bits in each determines
where in B is placed in the grid. The small inner cube shows the
placement of B.
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be the length of Ai and Bi. The kD grid is a k-dimen-
sional cube of size (N1 + 1) × (N2 + 1) × ... × (Nk + 1).
Each grid point is a bucket and the fingerprint B is
stored in the bucket at coordinates (n1, n2, ..., nk), where
ni = |Bi|. An example of such a grid is illustrated in Fig.
2. By comparing the partial coordinates (n1, n2, ..., ni) of
a given bucket to |A1|, |A2|, ..., |Ai|, where i ≤ k, it is
possible to upper-bound the Tanimoto coefficient
between A and every B in that bucket. By looking at the
partial coordinates (n1, n2, ..., ni-1), we can use this to
quickly identify those partial coordinates (n1, n2, ..., ni)
that may contain fingerprints B with a Tanimoto coeffi-
cient above Smin.
Assume the algorithm is visiting a partial coordinate

at level i in the data structure. The indices n1, n2, ..., ni-
1 are known, but we need to compute which ni to visit
at this level. The entries to be visited further down the
data structure ni+1, ..., nk are, of course, unknown at
this point. A bound can be calculated in the following
manner.

S A B
A B

A B
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The nis to visit lie in an interval and it is thus suffi-
cient to compute the upper and lower indices of this
interval, nu and nl respectively. Setting S Smin max grid , iso-
lating ni and ensuring that the result is an integer in the
range 0... Ni gives:
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where A A ni j jj

imin min(| |, ) 
 1

1
is a bound on the

number of 1-bits in the logical and in the first part of

the bitstrings. A A ni j jj

imax max(| |, ) 
 1

1
is a bound

for the logical or in the first part of the bitstrings.
Similarly, A Ai jj i

k|| | |
   1

is a bound on the last
part.
Note that in the case where k = 1 this datastructure

simply becomes the list presented by Swamidass et al.
[6], and in the case where k = N the datastructure
becomes the binary trie presented by Smellie [7]. We
have implemented the kD grid as a list of lists, where
any list containing no fingerprints is omitted. See Fig. 3
for an example of a 4D grid containing four bitstrings.
The fingerprints stored in a single bucket in the kD grid
can be organised in a number of ways. The most naive
approach is to store them in a simple list which has to
be searched linearly. We propose to store them in tree
structures as explained below.
2.2 Singlebit tree
The Singlebit tree is a binary tree which stores the fin-
gerprints of a single bucket from a kD grid. At each
node in the tree a position in the bitstring is chosen.
All fingerprints with a zero at that position are stored
in the left subtree while all those with a one are stored
in the right subtree. This division is continued recur-
sively until all the fingerprints in a given node are the
same. When searching for a query bitstring A in the
tree it now becomes possible, by comparing A to the
path from the root of the tree to a given node, to
compute an upper bound Smax

single on ST (A, B) for
every fingerprint B in the subtree of that given node.
Given two bitstring A and B let Mij be the number of
positions where A has an i and B has a j. There are
four possible combinations of i and j, namely M00,
M01, M10 and M11.
The path from the root of a tree to a node defines

lower limits mij on Mij for every fingerprint in the sub-
tree of that node. Let uij denote the unknown difference
between Mij and mij, that is uij = Mij- mij .

Remember that | |B nki

k  1
is known when proces-

sing a given bucket.
By using

u u A m m
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an upper bound on the Tanimoto coefficient of any
fingerprint B in the subtree can then be calculated as

S A B
M

M M M
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m u m u m u
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single

When building the tree data structure it is not imme-
diately obvious how best to choose which bit positions
to split the data on, at a given node. The implemented
approach is to go through all the children of the node
and choose the bit which best splits them into two parts
of equal size, in the hope that this creates a well-
balanced tree. It should be noted that the tree structure
that gives the best search time is not necessarily a well-
balanced tree. Figure 4 shows an example of a Singlebit
tree.
The Singlebit tree can also be used to store all the fin-

gerprints in the database without a kD grid. In this case,
however, |B| is no longer available and thus the Smax

single

bound cannot be used. A less tight bound can be

Figure 3 4D grid. Example of a 4D grid containing four bitstrings, stored as in our implementation. The dotted lines indicate the splits between
Bi and Bi+1.

Figure 4 Singlebit tree. Example of a Singlebit tree. The black squares mark the bits chosen for the given node, while the grey squares mark
bits chosen at an ancestor. The grey triangles represent subtrees omitted to keep this example simple. Assume we are searching for the
bitstring A in the example. When examining the node marked by the arrow we have the knowledge shown in B? about all children of that
node. Comparing A against B? gives us m00 = 0, m01 = 0, m10 = 1 and m11 = 2. Thus Smax

single  4
5 . Indeed we find that ST (A, B) = 3

7 and ST (A,
B’) = 4

6 .
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formulated, but experiments, not included in this paper,
indicate that this is a poor strategy.
2.3 Multibit tree
The experiments in Sec. 3 unfortunately show that using
the kD grid combined with Singlebit trees decreases per-
formance compared to using the kD grid and simple
lists. The fingerprints used in our experiments have a
length of 1024 bits. In our experiments no Singlebit tree
was observed to contain more the 40,000 fingerprints.
This implies that the expected height of the Singlebit
trees is no more than 15 (as we aim for balanced trees
cf. above). Consequently, the algorithm will only obtain
information about 15 out of 1024 bits before reaching
the fingerprints. A strategy for obtaining more informa-
tion is to store a list of bit positions, along with an
annotation of whether each bit is zero or one, in each
node. The bits in this list are called the match-bits.
The Multibit tree is an extension of the Singlebit tree,

where we no longer demand that all children of a given
node are split according to the value of a single bit. In
fact we only demand that the data is arranged in some
binary tree. The match-bits of a given node are com-
puted as all bits that are not a match-bit in any ancestor
and for which all fingerprints in the leaves of the node
have the same value. Note that a node could easily have
no match-bits. When searching through the Multibit
tree, the query bitstring A is compared to the match-
bits of each visited node and m00, m01, m10 and m11 are
updated accordingly. Smax

multi is computed the same way
as Smax

single and only branches for which Smax
multi ≥ Smin are

visited.

Again, the best way to build the tree is not obvious.
Currently, the same method as for the Singlebit trees is
used. For a node with a given set of fingerprints, choose
the bit which has a 1-bit in, as close as possible to, half
of the fingerprints. Split the fingerprints into two sets,
based on the state of the chosen bit in each fingerprint.
Continue recursively in the two children of the node.
Figure 5 shows an example of a Multibit tree. To reduce
the memory consumption of the inner nodes, the split-
ting is stopped and leaves created, for any node that has
less than some limit l children. Based on initial experi-
ments, not included in this paper, l is chosen as 6,
which reduces memory consumption by more than a
factor of two and has no significant impact on speed.
An obvious alternative way to build the tree would be
to base it on some hierarchical clustering method, such
as Neighbour Joining [9].

3 Experiments
We have implemented the kD grid and the Single- and
Multibit tree in Java. The implementation along with all
test data is available athttp://www.birc.au.dk/~tgk/Tani-
motoQuery/.
Using these implementations, we have constructed

several search methods corresponding to the different
combinations of the data structures. We have examined
the kD grid for k = 1, 2, 3 and 4, where the fingerprints
in the buckets are stored in a simple list, a Singlebit tree
or a Multibit tree. For purposes of comparison, we have
implemented a linear search strategy, that simply exam-
ines all fingerprints in the database. We have also

Figure 5 Multibit tree. An example of a Multibit tree. The black squares marks the match-bits and their annotation. Grey squares show bits that
were match-bits at an ancestor. Grey triangles are subtrees omitted to keep this example simple. When visiting the node marked by the arrow
we get m00 = 1, m01 = 1, m10 = 1 and m11 = 2, thus Smax

multi  4
6

. Still ST (A, B) = 3
7

and ST (A, B’) = 4
6
.
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implemented the strategy of “pruning using the bit-
bound approach first, followed by pruning using the dif-
ference of the number of 1-bits in the XOR-compressed
vectors, followed by pruning using the XOR approach”
from [8]. This strategy will hereafter simply be known
as Baldi. A trick of comparing the XOR-folded bit-
strings [8] immediately before computing the true Tani-
moto coefficient, is used in all our strategies to improve
performance. The length of the XOR summary is set to
128, as suggested in [8]. An experiment, not included in

this paper, confirmed that this is indeed the optimal size
of the XOR fingerprint. We have chosen to reimplement
related methods in order to make an unbiased compari-
sion of the running times independent of programming
language differences.
The methods are tested on a real-world data set by

downloading version 8 of the ZINC database [1], con-
sisting of roughly 8.5 million commercially available
molecules. Note that only 2 million of the molecules
have actually been used, due to memory constraints.

Figure 6 Distribution of number of bits in fingerprints. Distribution of the number of bits set in the 1024 bit CDK fingerprints from the ZINC
database.

Figure 7 Average query time, different database size. Different strategies tested with k = 1, ..., 4. Each experiment is performed 100 times,
and the average query time is presented. All experiments are performed with a Smin of 0.9. The three graphs (a) - (c) show the performance of
the three bucket types for the different values of k. The best k for each method is presented in graph (d) along with the simple linear search
results and Baldi.
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The distribution of one-bits is presented in Fig. 6, where
it can be seen there are many buckets in the 1D grid
that will be empty.
The experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2

Duo running at 2.5 GHz and with 2 GB of RAM. Fin-
gerprints were generated using the CDK fingerprint gen-
erator [10] which has a standard fingerprint size N of
1024. One molecule timed out and did not generate a
fingerprint. We have performed our tests on different
sizes of the data set, from 100,000 to 2,000,000 finger-
prints in 100,000 increments. For each data set size, the
entire data structure is created. Next, the first 100 fin-

gerprints in the database are used for queries. We mea-
sure the query time and the space consumption.

4 Results
Figure 7 shows the average query time for the different
strategies and different values of k plotted against the
database size. We note that the Multibit tree in a 1D grid
is best for all sizes. Surprisingly, the simple list, for an
appropriately high value of k, is faster than the Singlebit
tree, yet slower than the Multibit tree. This is probably
due to the fact that the Singlebit trees are too small to
contain sufficient information for an efficient pruning:

Figure 8 Average query time on lists, different k. Experiments with simple lists for k = 1, ..., 10 Each test is performed 100 times, and the
average query time is presented. All experiments are performed with a Smin of 0.9. Missing data points are from runswith insufficient memory.

Figure 9 Average space consumption, different database size. The memory consumption of the data structure for different strategies tested
with k = 1, ..., 4. The three graphs (a) - (c) show the performance of the three bucket types for the different values of k. The k yielding the
fastest query time for each method is presented in graph (d) along with the simple linear search results and Baldi.
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the entire tree is traversed, which is slower than traver-
sing the corresponding list implementation. All three
approaches (List, Singlebit- and Multibit trees) are clearly
superior to the Baldi approach, which in turn is better
than a simple linear search (with the XOR folding trick).
From Fig. 7a we notice that the List strategy seems to

become faster for increasing k. This trend is further
investigated in Fig. 8, which indicate that a k of three or
four seems optimal. As k grows the grid becomes larger

and more time consuming to traverse while the lists in
the buckets become shorter. For sufficiently large values
of k, the time spent pruning buckets exceeds the time
visiting buckets containing superfluous fingerprints. The
Singlebit tree data in Fig. 7b indicates that the optimal
value of k is three. It seems the trees become too small
to contain enough information for an efficient pruning,
when k reaches four. In Fig. 7c we see the Multibit tree.
Again, a too large k will actually slow down the data

Figure 10 Average query time, different threshold. The best strategies from Fig. 7 tested for different values of Smin. All experiments are
performed 100 times, with 2,000,000 fingerprints in the database, and the average query time is presented.

Figure 11 Fraction of coefficients calculated, different database size. The fraction of the database for which the Tanimoto coefficient is
calculated explicitly, measured for different number of fingerprints. The Tanimoto threshold is kept at 0.9.
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structure. This can be explained with arguments similar
to those for the Singlebit tree. Surprisingly, it seems a k
as low as one is optimal.
Figure 9 shows the memory usage per fingerprint as a

function of the number of loaded fingerprints. The first
thing we note is that the Multibit tree uses significantly
more memory than the other strategies. This is due to
the need to store a variable number of match-bits in
each node. The second thing to note is the space usage
for different k’s. In the worst case, where all buckets
contain fingerprints, the memory consumption per fin-

gerprint, for the grid alone, becomes  1
n

N
k

k 




,

where n is the number of fingerprints in the database.
Thus we are not surprised by our actual results.
Figure 10 shows the search time as a function of the

Tanimoto threshold. In general we note that the simpler
and more naive data structures performs better for a
low Tanimoto threshold. This is due to the fact that, for
a low Tanimoto threshold a large part of the entire
database will be returned. In these cases very little prun-
ing can be done, and it is faster to run through a simple
list than to traverse a tree and compare bits at each
node. Of course we should remember that we are inter-
ested in performing searches for similar molecules,
which means large Tanimoto thresholds.
The reason why linear search is not constant time for

a constant data set is that, while it will always visit all
fingerprints, the time for visiting a given fingerprint is
not constant due to the XOR folding trick.
The running times of the different methods depend on

the number of Tanimoto coefficients between pairs of

bitstrings that must be calculated explicitely. This num-
ber depends on the method and not on the programming
language in which the method is implemented, and is
thus an implementation independent performance mea-
sure. Figure 11 presents the fraction of coefficient calcu-
lated for varying number of fingerprints and a Tanimoto
threshold of 0.9. Each method seems to calculate a fairly
constant fraction of the fingerprints: only the Multibit
tree seems to vary with the number of fingerprints. This
is most likely due to the fact that more fingerprints result
in larger trees with more information.
The result is consistent with the execution time

experiments: the methods have the same relative rank-
ing when measuring the fraction of coefficients calcu-
lated as when measuring the average query time in Fig.
7. The fraction of coefficients calculated has also been
measured for varying Tanimoto thresholds with
2,000,000 fingerprints. The result is presented in Fig. 12.
It seems that the relation between the methods is con-
sistent across Tanimoto thresholds. Surprisingly, the
Multibit tree seems to reduce the fraction of fingerprints
for which the Tanimoto threshold has to be calculated
even for small values of the Tanimoto threshold: the
three other methods seem to perform very similar up
till a threshold of 0.8, whereas the Multibit tree seems
to differentiate itself at a threshold as low as 0.2.
The results seems to be consistent with the average

query time presented in Fig. 10.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a method for finding all
fingerprints in a database with Tanimoto coefficient to a

Figure 12 Fraction of coefficient calculated, different threshold. The fraction of the database for which the Tanimoto coefficient is
calculated explicitly, measured for a varying Tanimoto threshold and 2,000,000 fingerprints.
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query fingerprint above a user defined threshold. Our
method is based on a generalisation of the bounds
developed in [6] to multiple dimensions. Our generalisa-
tion results in a tighter bound, and experiments indicate
that this results in a performance increase. Furthermore,
we have examined the possibility of utilising trees as
secondary data structures in the buckets. Again, our
experiments clearly demonstrate that this leads to a sig-
nificant performance increase.
Our methods allow researchers to search larger data-

bases faster than previously possible. The use of larger
databases should increase the likelihood of finding rele-
vant matches. The faster query times decreases the
effort and time needed to do a search. This allow more
searches to be done, either for more molecules or with
different thresholds Smin on the Tanimoto coefficient.
Both of these features increase the usefulness of finger-
print based searches for the researcher in the laboratory.
Our method is currently limited by the rather larger

memory consumption of the Multibit tree. Another
implementation might remedy this situation somewhat.
Otherwise we suggest an I/O efficient implementation
where the tree is kept on disk.
To increase the speed of our method further we are

aware of two approaches. Firstly, the best way to con-
struct the Multibit trees remain uninvestigated. Sec-
ondly, a tighter coupling between the Multibit tree and
the kD grid would allow us to use grid information in
the Multibit tree: in the kD grid we have information
about each fragment of the fingerprints which is not
used in the current tree bounds.
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